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Key to sections of the Official Information Act 1982 under which information has been withheld. 

Certain information in this document has been withheld under one or more of the following sections of the 
Official Information Act, as applicable: 

 

[1] to prevent prejudice to the security or defence of New Zealand or the 
international relations of the government 6(a) 

[4] to prevent prejudice to the maintenance of the law, including the prevention, 
investigation, and detection of offences, and the right to a fair trial 6(c) 

[11] 
to damage seriously the economy of New Zealand by disclosing prematurely 
decisions to change or continue government economic or financial policies 
relating to the entering into of overseas trade agreements. 

6(e)(vi) 

[23] to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 9(2)(a) 

[25] to protect  the commercial position of the person who supplied the information 
or who is the subject of the information 9(2)(b)(ii) 

[26] 
to prevent prejudice to the supply of similar information, or information from the 
same source, and it is in the public interest that such information should 
continue to be supplied 

9(2)(ba)(i) 

[27] 

to protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which 
any person has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of 
any enactment, where the making available of the information - would be likely 
otherwise to damage the public interest 

9(2)(ba)(ii) 

29] to avoid prejudice to the substantial economic interests of New Zealand 9(2)(d) 

[31] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting collective and 
individual ministerial responsibility 9(2)(f)(ii) 

[33] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality 
of advice tendered by ministers and officials 9(2)(f)(iv) 

[34] to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank 
expression of opinions 9(2)(g)(i) 

[36] to maintain legal professional privilege 9(2)(h) 

[37] to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without disadvantages or 
prejudice 9(2)(i) 

[38] to enable the Crown to negotiate without disadvantage or prejudice 9(2)(j) 

[39] to prevent the disclosure of official information for improper gain or improper 
advantage 9(2)(k) 

[s18(c)(i)] that the making available of the information requested would be contrary to the 
provisions of a specified enactment  

[40] Not in scope   
 

Where information has been withheld, a numbered reference to the applicable section of the Official 
Information Act has been made, as listed above. For example, a [23] appearing where information has 
been withheld in a release document refers to section 9(2)(a). 

In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest considerations in 
section 9(1) and section 18 of the Official Information Act. 
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Reference: T2016/633 BM-2-4-2016-5 
 
 
Date: 8 April 2016 
 
 
To: Minister of Finance  

(Hon Bill English) 
 
 
Deadline: Budget Minister’s meeting on Monday 11 April 2016 
 
Aide Memoire: Re-phasing and introducing new funding for 
Science and Innovation in Budget 2016 

Context 
 
Hon Steven Joyce, Minister of Science and Innovation, has recently provided you with 
an updated list of budget initiatives for the Science and Innovation portfolio in Budget 
2016. Some budget initiatives have been re-profiled and some have had their proposed 
funding increased relative to the package which Budget Ministers agreed upon on 5 
April 2016.  
 
Hon Joyce has proposed $66.3m in new funding over four years. As per his letter, ‘in 
the NSSI the Government committed to make further investment to raise public funding 
of R&D to 0.8% of GDP, as fiscal conditions allow. This proposed budget package 
ensures that we continue to make progress towards that goal. The new funding 
proposed means that cross-government funding for science and innovation is proposed 
to reach $1.6bn by 2019/20.’ 
 
This aide memoire provides you with Treasury’s views on increasing science funding in 
Budget 2016 relative to future budgets, and our assessment of the impact of further 
investment in the funds where Hon Joyce has proposed to increase funding beyond 
that agreed at Budget Ministers on 5 April 2016. 
 
Science funding targets and Budget 2016 
 
The Government has set an ambitious goal of increasing public funding of R&D to 
0.8% of GDP, as fiscal conditions allow.  
 
Due to a variety of factors, baseline funding for Science and Innovation is projected to 
remain static, or decline, throughout the period to 2019/20. We are supportive of new 
investment in areas of the public science system which reviews have a high level of 
investment readiness and proven excellence of outcomes, in order to make progress 
towards meeting the 0.8% goal.  
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We do question however how much of the effort required to make progress towards 
increasing spending to 0.8% of GDP (as represented through spending reaching 
$1.6bn by 2019/20) should be met through Budget 2016. As noted below many of the 
proposed areas of additional investment do not currently demonstrate sufficient 
evidence of value for money so Treasury recommend deferring funding at this time. 
 
If further funding is budgeted for Science and Innovation funding in future budgets 
before 2019/2020, then it would seem likely that the ‘target’ of $1.6bn could be reached 
(or exceeded) more gradually over time. This would ensure the ‘target’ is reached 
through further, future, investment in areas of the science system which have a high 
level of investment readiness and proven excellence of outcomes.  
 
Areas of proposed new funding for Budget 2016 where Treasury suggests 
deferring investment 
 
Hon Joyce has proposed to allocate $66.3M of new funding over a range of bodies. We 
consider that better impact and value for money could be achieved in the science 
system through deferring some of this new investment.  
 
Regional Research Institutes (RRIs) 
 
Hon Joyce originally proposed for an additional  to be added to the existing $25M 
contingency for establishing RRIs. The updated package proposes for $40M of new 
spending on RRIs. 
 
We do not support this increased investment in RRIs, nor did we support the original 
request for a further
 

 

We note that in engagement with the sector, MBIE has identified three potential RRI 
candidates. This is the same number of institutes which were expected to be 
established and funded using the original $25M contingency from Budget 2015. These 
candidates are yet to go through the required Better Business Case process, which is 
required in order to apply to Cabinet for the original contingency funding to be drawn 
down.  
 
We consider that any additional funding should be deferred until Better Business 
Cases from current applicants have been accepted and funding has been successfully 
been drawn down from the existing contingency, and the case for additional funding is 
clearer.   
 
The Catalyst Fund 
 
Budget Ministers agreed on 5 April to allocate  of new funding to the Catalyst 
Fund in 2016/17. This funding will support an international agricultural science project 
which analysis has shown to potentially be of high value and impact for New Zealand. 
A further $12.5M however has been now proposed. 
 

[33]

[33]

[33]
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Treasury’s advice was that apart from this first proposal of high potential, further 
investment in the Catalyst Fund should be deferred until an international science 
strategy has been completed (MBIE indicates this would be considered by Cabinet in 
July 2016), and more information has been made available about the value of potential 
upcoming projects for New Zealand. We note increasing the size of the Catalyst Fund 
was not identified as a priority in the National Statement of Science Investments.  
 
We therefore still consider investment in this fund should be deferred until a strategy is 
completed and potential benefit for New Zealand is demonstrated. 
 
Strategic Science Investment Fund and potential Genomics Project 
 
$9M of further funding is proposed for the Strategic Science Investment Fund (SSIF).  
 
We understand some of this new funding could be directed towards New Zealand’s 
participation in the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). 

 

 We consider this funding should be 
deferred until Cabinet decisions have been made around ratification of the SKA. We 
have not received sufficient information on other potential initiatives in the SSIF to 
make a judgement about their impact and value for money.  
 
We also understand that over four years is budgeted for a longitudinal genomics 
research project in New Zealand. This was a late initiative and we have not received 
sufficient information (such as cost-benefit analysis) to evaluate its merits relative to 
other potential budget initiatives. Therefore we consider funding for this initiative should 
be deferred at this time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[33]

[38]

[38]

[33, 38]
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Potential deferrable costs 
 
Treasury considers that the funding below could be deferred. 
 
Initiative 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Potential 

deferrable (four-
year total) 

Regional 
Research 
Institutes 

- 5.000  -  10.000  $15M (or $40M 
is all funding 
deferred) 

The Catalyst 
Fund 

- 2.500 5.000 5.000 $12.5M 

Strategic 
Science 
Investments 
Fund 

2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 $9M  

Genomics 
Project 
Total 

 
 

 
Matthew Gilbert, Team Leader, Economic Performance & Strategy, Economic 
Performance & Strategy,
 

[33]
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